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Pearrygin Lake
and Lloyd Ranch
have 21 miles
(33.7 kilometers)
of groomed trails.
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PLEASE REMEMBER:
Do not walk on groomed trail.
Downhill skiers have
the right of way.Trails may
become more difficult
during icy conditions.
Snow grooming equipment
may be on the trail at any time.

Winthrop

Trail grooming schedules may
change without notice due to
snow conditions, temperatures,
equipment breakdowns, etc.
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Groomed Winter Trail Conditions of Use
You'll find two groomed trail designations at
Pearrygin Lake State Sno-Park:
1. Shared-use for fat tire bikers and snowshoers.
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2. Multi-use for walkers, snowshowers, fat tire bikers and skiers.
Please note that there are no classic tracks or skate lanes set.

View trail grooming
schedules and maps at
parks.state.wa.us/winter
Please report errors
or comments to:
winter@parks.wa.gov

Trail Etiquette
The groomed winter trail
system is maintained
by volunteers.Trail etiqueete
and respecting conditons of use
are essential to ensuring trail
quality and enjoyment
for all users.
1. Leave pets at home unless
using a pet-friendly area.
2. Recreate in a single file to
the right of the trail.

Walkers & Snowshowers, please do NOT use groomed trails if
you are post holing or causing depressions deeper than one inch
(bootholes are very time-consuming to repair.)

3. Recreate only in the direction
indicated by arrow signs.

Snowshoes are encouraged.Snowshoers and skiers are welcome to
explore beyond the groomed trails.

4. Obey all signs and recreate
within your ability.

Fat-tire bikers, please do NOT use groomed Sno-Park Trails if:

5. Take care not to drop
wrappers or other
leftovers. Do not leave
pet waste bags behind.
Remember--all burried litter
emerges when the snow melts.
Pack it in, pack it out!

1. You are leaving a tire track deeper than one inch.
2. You are having a hard time riding in a straight line.

Pearrygin
4. You bike's tire pressure is above 6 PSI. Lake
3. Your bike's tires are narrower than 3.8".
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